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However, Omi immediately cut down with his sword.

A powerful momentum spread out from Omi’s flying sword, and that snake-tailed old woman’s face
went white: “Heaven, Heaven-grade magic weapon.”

The snake-tailed old woman panicked and shouted, “Spare your life, spare your life.”

Omi saw that the Eight-eyed Flood Snake was even begging for mercy and immediately stopped.

The eight-eyed flood snake was livid.

“What? You don’t dare to fight me?”Don Omi asked.

“I’m sorry, my friend, but if I’ve offended you anywhere, please forgive me.”The eight-eyed flood
snake panicked.

Joking aside, that was a Heaven-ranked magic weapon, someone who could possess a Heaven-ranked
magic weapon was definitely not from the Five Heavy Seas, he must have come down from the Seven
Heavy Seas to play, and looking at his appearance and being so young, where else could there be such
a strong teenager other than the Seven Heavy Seas.

“Counting you as being sensible.”

“This young master, dare I ask, are you from the Seven Heavy Seas?”The eight-eyed flood snake asked.

Omi smiled, “Is that something you can ask?” Remember the URL .kanshu8.net

“I’m sorry sorry, I’m being nosy.”

Omi said, “Hachimoku, I’m short of manpower right now, I want you to hang out with me, do you agree
to this?”

“Ah.”

“What, you don’t agree?”

“No no, I was wondering how such a good thing could fall on my head.”

“You old woman, you’re quite a talker, okay, it’s just you, hang out with me from now on.”

“Thank you, young master.”

“Call me Tang Shao.”

“Yes, thank you, Tang Shao.”



The Eight-eyed Flood Snake was excited, if he followed Omi, he would definitely have the opportunity
to go to the Six Heavy Sea and Seven Heavy Sea to cultivate in the future.The path to the Six Heavy
Sea was controlled by the Eight Great Immortal Families, there was no chance to go there, not even
knowing what the Six Heavy Sea was like.

Omi asked, “Eight Eyes, you seem to be very scrupulous about my magic weapon, huh?Is my magic
weapon strong?”

The Eight-eyed Flood Snake despised within, pretending to be a comparison, a barefaced comparison,
a Heaven-ranked magic weapon, and saying it wasn’t strong.

“Tang Shao, your celestial artifact, of course it’s strong, not to mention the five seas, even the six seas
can’t be found ah, only the legendary seven seas exist.”

“The Sevenfold Sea.”Omi said inwardly, “The Sevenfold Sea has turned into a legend, I really don’t
know what that place is.”

The Sevenfold Sea should be the place where the strongest forces in the entire Spiritual Realm were
located, and those who weren’t at the top level couldn’t even go up there.

“The Six Seas really doesn’t have any heavenly level magic weapons?”Omi asked.

“It doesn’t, although I’ve never been to the Six Seas in my life, but I’m certain that there are no
heaven-grade magic weapons at all, and top-grade magic weapons are rare fathers in the Six Seas,
there aren’t many of them.”

“Uh, that’s so.”

Omi asked again, “What kind of magic artifacts do the eight major immortal cultivation families have?”

“The eight great Immortal cultivation families of the Five Seas, I’ve heard that each family has at least
one high-grade superior magic weapon as a treasure of the clan.”

“Oh.”

Omi said in his heart, “I have a heavenly grade magic weapon, I don’t know if it’s too high-profile, but if
this is targeted by strong people, if I can’t beat them, won’t I have to encounter them.”

Omi asked, “Are there any powerful beast cultivators around here?”

“You want it, Tang?”

“I’d like to go and talk to them.”

“Around here, there’s my boss, he’s a golden bird,

It’s been over a thousand years of cultivation, and it’s currently cultivating to the first stage of the
Divide God.”

“Divide Gods First Order.”Omi was a bit scared inside, and he didn’t know if he could deal with the First
Order of Divided Gods with his Heavenly Grade magic weapon, if not, it would be very dangerous.

However, without going to try, Omi had no idea what his strongest strength was.



“Do you think that I can defeat the Golden Silk Bird with a Heavenly Grade magic weapon?”

“This, I can’t guarantee it, after all, you’re only at the Combination Stage.In the Advanced Cultivation
World, there is a common knowledge that everyone knows, missing a field, no matter what means you
have, you have to go around it.In other words, even if you are holding even the strongest magic tool, if
you are one field short, you will have to go around, because, you don’t even have the chance to react,
and what’s the use of even the strongest magic tool if you don’t even have the chance to use it.”

Omi cursed internally, “What the hell, it seems like I can only be arrogant at the combined stage with a
heavenly magic weapon, and I still have to go around when I run into a distraction stage, it’s so
unpleasant.”

Although Omi was upset inside, there was nothing he could do about it, after all, he couldn’t even
react, he was still a fart.

“Since that’s the case, let’s go, come back to Ma Tau Village with me.”

“Tang Shao, what are you doing in Ma Tau Village?As far as I know, Horse Head Village is a place where
several old ghosts from the Four Seas cultivate.”

“If I told you that I also came from the Four Seas, would you believe me?”

“How come, didn’t you come down from the Seven Seas to play?”

“You think I’d let you in on such secrets, anyway, my external identity is from the Fourfold Sea.”

“Oh, I see, I see, hehehe.”

Omi returned to the Horse Head Village, with the Eight-eyed Flood Snake following behind Omi.

Omi flew down and entered his stone room, where Mu Qianji was still cultivating.

The Eight-eyed Flood Snake had to stand in mid-air.

However, not even half a minute after the Eight Eye Flood Snake stood, the dozens of old men who
were cultivating in the stone room came out with sweaty foreheads.

“Paying homage to senior, I wonder what senior has come to Horse Head Village to command.”

“Pay your respects to senior.”

All the old men were trembling with fear, this Eight Eye Flood Snake was after all a beast, if she went
on a killing spree, who could do what, the old men were depressed, well, what was the Eight Eye Flood
Snake doing here.

The eight-eyed flood snake swept the eyes of the dozens of old men who were trembling, and then
snorted.

The dozens of old men went weak in the knees in fright.

Not everyone was like Omi, going over the top to kill.They, ordinary immortal cultivators, were no
match even if they were one realm away, not to mention that the Eight Eye Flood Snake was several
realms stronger than them and could completely exterminate all the old men with a wave of his hand.



At that moment, Omi came out, saw the shivering old men, and shouted to the Eight Eye Flood Snake,
“Hey, Eight Eye, what are you doing?Who told you to come out here and scare people?You think you’re
a big shot, don’t you?Pretending to pretend to come to my horse head village.”

The eight-eyed flood snake grievously said, “Tang Shao, you misunderstood me, they flew out one by
one by themselves, and then I didn’t say anything, they were shaking in fear where they were, really, I
didn’t do anything.”

The group of old men all looked at Omi incredulously.

Omi said, “Alright, all the old daoists, don’t be nervous, she won’t hurt you.”

“Tang, Omi, she, she.”

“Don’t you even recognize the eight-eyed flood snake, she’s hanging out with me now.”

“Ah, hanging out with, with you now?”Dozens of old men wondered if they had heard wrong, how
come Omi had only just entered the Five Seas and the nearby Eight Eye Flood Snake was hanging out
with Omi?
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